1.
Opening page
Good morning ladies and gentlemen
My name is stephen machin
I currently work
As a data management consultant
in mons in belgium
Thank you very much
for allowing me to speak to you today
And thanks for coming along to listen
I hope that you will find the presentation informative
The purpose of this presentation
Is to resolve the ambiguous term metadata
Into its constituent concepts
Having separated out the concepts
We then provide
Unambiguous and "systematic" definitions for each
And then we give
an exact description
of the nature of the relationships between them
with an equation which
emphasises the separation of the concepts
but also shows how they are tightly bound together
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2.
Metadata
Metadata is a confused and ambiguous concept.
several authors have remarked upon this
One even goes so far as to say that the word
No longer has any meaning
Iso 11179
A much quoted metadata standard
Says that the word has evolved
and no longer has its old traditional meaning
and that it now also refers to many other things
but the standard
explicitly limits it scope
to the traditional sense of the word
and this means that these things are not described
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3.
11179: metadata = DE = container
If we take a close look at
The specifications for iso 11179 "The Metadata registry“
we note that for at least 7 years
between 1994 and 2001
In its original formulation
It referred to itself as the "data element" registry
And the standard describes a data element
as being a "container for data"
and so
ISO 11179 describes
a metadata registry
a data element registry
a data container registry
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4.
Data about data misleading, but => data
on the IMM website on the resources page
there is a Gartner report
About types of metadata
and it says that there are
many different meanings for the word metadata
And that "the line between data and metadata" has been blurred
For instance
In a database
I have products
And I have a pricelist and the prices are for the products
That is data about data
And so ... ? ? Yes yes i can hear him at the back
Data about data - it must be metadata
NO
It' s not metadata
It's just plain data
In any database all the data is related together its all data about data
But its not metadata, just ordinary data
It is totally unhelpful to call any of this ordinary data metadata
It serves no purpose
It is "misleading"
But it is a very common error
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5.
Hierarchy of data
Another author has given us a useful summary of types of data, In the form of a
hierarchy
Which from top to bottom
Have greater volatility, greater volume and less semantic
On the top layer (in green)
At the highest level of semantics
He has placed metadata
But he wonders whether or not this is correct
He notes that the blue layers are all data within the live production application
But that metadata is not found within the application
The metadata
and he uses the word in the traditional sense
is design
And the design precedes the application
Metadata cannot be data about data
Because at design time
There is no data
Metadata is data about the containers of data
And that is our first definition
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6.
Other metadata => external
So what about the "other" metadata
It is also external to the application
If it was within the application
It would be just ordinary application data
Like this catalogue card
It is external to the book
And this dewey classification code
I can search through the pages of the book
It is nowhere to be found
It is not part of the content of the book
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Tigers-> metacontent
I might have a photograph
In electronic format in a container
I look at the photograph
And i note down a description
Tigers in africa spiel …
This description is not part of the photo
Not already there
Not within the system, the application
Its beside, additional, extra, about, above, abstracted from
It has all the connotations
Of our english interpretation
of that greek term "meta"
Looks alot like content
And it's about the photograph the content
Content about content
Metacontent
And that is our second definition
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Catalogue card
Here on the card we have a number
We know that it is the DDC code
We all know this by convention
The naive user would not necessarily know this
But we understand by convention
the implicit statement which is made
That the <book><dewey classification><636.6865>
This statement is content
It is about content
This is a metacontent statement
As are all the other implied statements on this catalogue card
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Three types of term
These statements are in the familiar form of triples
Subject
Predicate
object
But more important for us
are the analogous terms from data analysis
Entity
attribute
attribute value
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Plato
when we speak using these terms
entity attribute relationship
to describe our knowledge
we can be confident
That we have a sound philosophic and theoretical basis
The same cannot be said about many modern attempts to create modelling
languages these are often distinctly ad hoc just try reading the W3C XSD specification
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equation
we can look at the statement
and see that it consists of s p o
or alternatively e a v
and we know that entities and attributes are data containers
they are metadata
and the value is a piece of data
and we know that the whole statement is a metacontent statement
and so we can see the equation
which expresses the relationship between our defined terms
metacontent = metadata + data
but we haven't really talked in any detail
about this data from the controlled vocabularies
so we should momentarily just take a closer look
because ....
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Vocabularies
There are many ways to misuse the term metadata
And it is a common error to call these controlled vocabularies metadata
but these lists of values, lookup tables, enumerations, hierarchies, taxonomies,
thesauri etc.
are not about data containers
They are not about data contents
They are not “about anything”
They are not doing anything
They are just sitting around on their own waiting
they are neither metadata nor metacontent
they are just bundles of data values
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Application of vocab
Only when these data values are applied to something
It is only when we write the dewey code
onto the spine of the book
That we create
the implied metacontent statement:
“this book has a dewey code with value 590”
And the data value
then becomes 1 element of that metacontent triple
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Reinforce 3 aphorisms
recap
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15
The end
Now it seems
We still have some time left
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2 registries
which is good
Because i had hoped to be able to give you
An example of some consequences of this metadata ambiguity
and the impact on some large projects
There are two iso standards
for metadata registries
and you know what they say
the good thing about standards
is that there are so many to choose from
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17
11179
Now we have already seen
That the iso 11179 standard describes a
metadata registry
A data element registry
A data container registry
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More traditional
And that it explicitly limits its scope
To discussion of metadata
In the traditional sense
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Registry
but the 11179 standard also provides a metaphor
and it compares itself
to a vehicle registration system
and it makes the point
that it does not store the vehicle
it registers the existence of the vehicle
and a description of it
… it does not store the thing described
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ebxml
lets compare
the ebxml registry and repository specification
it describes two types of object
repositoryitems
and registryobjects
repositoryitems are content
and are stored in the content repository
the registryobjects
contain "metadata"
which describe the repository items
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library
the ebxml specification
also provides a metaphor ...
describing itself as like a library
with the content repository
being like the shelves of a library
and the repositoryitems as like books
it goes on to say
the registry is "like" a catalogue
and it holds registryobjects
which are like catalogue cards
now
a thing that holds catalogue cards
is not "like" a catalogue
it IS a catalogue
the ebxml registry
is not a registry
it is a catalogue
and the "metadata"
which describes the content of the repository
is not metadata
it is metacontent
ebxml
is Neither a a registry nor does it contain metadata
it is a content repository with a metacontent catalogue
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Move along
But this is not generally well understood
there are many
Who still think
that these two registries are interchangeable
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Some history
But how did this happen
Lets look at some history
Of the evolution of the ebxml standard
In vers 2 in 2001
The ebxml specification
At the front
In its design objectives
claims to “leverage” the 11179 models
however in vers 3
in 2005
all mention of 11179
has been relegated
to the bottom of page 76 of 78
in the meantime
there were however some who realised
that there was no place in the ebxml data model
to store the "fine grained" artifacts
which are the "data elements" at the very heart of 11179
however their proposals were rejected
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Confusion continues
The impact
On some large organisations
The US DoD
in 2003
says in their data strategy
That they will have a 11179 registry
However today
It seems they actually have an ebXML registry
The UN economic commission for europe
Thinks that ebXML and 11179
Are functionally equivalent
And yet another strategy document
Thinks that ebXML
is a practical implementation of 11179
Needless to say
These last two statements
Are totally incorrect
And something has obviously gone astray at the DoD!
i have spoken to people who describe it as “XML landfill”
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The horses mouth
2009 and at last confirmation
direct from the leader of the ebXML team
Farrukh Najmi
Ebxml is not a 11179 registry
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Diag conceptualisation
this is just a diagram
which attempts to summarise
in graphical format
the relationship between
a registry
a catalogue
and an ordinary database
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No still not really the end
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ISO 25694 (Thesauri for information retrieval)
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~kdow/ISO_CD_25964-1(E).pdf (unpublished draft)
“If both the indexer and the searcher are guided to choose the same term for the
same concept, then relevant documents will be retrieved.”
In order to create create metacontent statements one needs both
- metadata elements (data elements from a registry like 11179), and
- data values, normally from some controlled vocabulary: list, enumeration, taxonomy or thesaurus
In order to provide the ability for both indexer and searcher to form the same metacontent triples for
either index or search then the vocab server datamodel must be able to accommodate any metadata
model eg. UML, ERD, Edifact, XSD etc.
and also any controlled vocab model: lists of values (eg. country codes), taxonomies (Dewey), thesauri
(SKOS, ISO 25694 / BS8723)
This requires a rather generic data model. We have a generic data model to combine both metadata
vocabs and reference data vocabs in a single model. ISO 11179 v3 seems to be attempting a generic
model for their “classification” section but their data model appears to me to be incoherent and I don’t
think they really understand why they want a generic model
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/download/attachments/18948131/32N1851Ta-text_for_ballot-CD2_111793.pdf?version=1 (Publication of this has been delayed and no wonder in my opinion)
we have a functioning prototype of the vocab server with a generic data model which works well
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A couple of points to note
Anyone who can store an HTML document on the intranet or internet where Google
can find it can create a metacard (bundle of metacontent statements with a reference
to a resource) and they can create it about any resource they care to
The metacontent triples are not RDF nor are they XML as Google is unable to read
most special characters, and there is no embedded complex logic or “inferencing”
between statements as Google doesn’t inference, it simply indexes; the metacard is
a simple conjunction of however many metacontent triples are required, and so we
have created a non-RDF non-XML syntax which is Google searchable
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Yes it really is this time
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